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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to develop a novel power conversion circuit for cost-effective battery-fuel cell hybrid systems. First of all,
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he various reduced parts power conversion systems (PCS) are overviewed and an advanced dc–dc boost converter and a bidire
onverter are proposed. Theoretical explanation and informative simulation and experimental results are provided, along with the
f the developed topologies in performance points of view.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A fuel cell system mainly consists of a fuel cell stack,
fuel reformer, a fuel supplier (air management system), a

ower conditioning system (PCS), and a heat recovery sys-
em (HRS), as shown inFig. 1. In order to commercialize the
uel cell system by year of 2010, the cost target is an impor-
ant factor as well as its performance and reliability. From the
valuation of DOE, it sets the goal is to develop a ceramic
uel cell with factory costs as low as $400 per kilowatt and
oday’s fuel cells sell for well over $4000 per kilowatt. If
he cost targets can be met, future fuel cells could compete
conomically with virtually all types of power systems, in-
luding gas turbine and diesel generators. Basically in fuel
ell systems, the fuel cell module overwhelms the majority
f the entire cost of the system by over 50% and the rest
hares the cost, such as reformer 20%, HRS 10%, PCS 15%,
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and etc. 5%. Beside the effort of development of low-
fuel cell stacks, one can find cost-effective solutions f
PCS.

The PCS plays an important role to deliver the gene
ing power from fuel cells to various loads according to
uses’ demands. Therefore, the PCS should be designe
operated with high efficiency, high performance, and h
reliability, and especially low cost. The PCS consists
dc–dc converter, a bidirectional dc–dc converter, and a d
inverter, along with an energy storage unit. There are
dreds of PCS topologies in speed adjustable ac motor d
systems. However, these topologies are not optimally
able for fuel cells because of unique nonlinearV–I static and
dynamic characteristics of fuel cells. Moreover, it is a
challenge to design a low-cost PCS with high efficiency
performance.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a novel po
conversion circuit, which is suitable for battery-fuel cell
brid systems. The various reduced parts PCS topologie
overviewed and an advanced dc–dc boost converter and
rectional dc–dc converter are proposed. Theoretical exp
tion and informative simulation and experimental results
378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2005.01.050
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a fuel cell generation system.

provided, along with the evaluation of the developed topolo-
gies in cost and performance points of view.

2. Basic characteristic consideration of fuel cell
systems

2.1. Electrical characteristics of fuel cells

As shown inFig. 2, a fuel cell outputs highly nonlinear
V–I characteristic. This curve can be represented as activation
polarization, ohmic polarization, and concentration polariza-
tion, which can be obtained from the governing equations as

Eq.(1):

V = E − �Vohm − �Vact − �Vconcent

= E − ir − A ln

(
i + in

i0

)
+ m exp(ni)

= Eoc − ir − A ln(i) + m exp(ni) (1)

whereE is the reversible OCV,in the fuel crossover,A the
slope of Tafel line,i0 the current density at the cathode,m
andn the constants in the mass-transfer overvoltage,r the
area-specific resistance[1].

Therefore, when one designs a PCS one should consider
this nonlinear characteristic along with the power demands
of the PCS. The operating points should be located within
the ohmic polarization region in order to ensure the safe
operation and also it should be noted that the entire efficiency
of the PCS is changed according to the various operating
points. Generally, in design of a PCS for a certain fuel
cell, the power capacity of the PCS should be calculated
as follows, assuming the single cell voltage is 0.8 V, the
number of cells for the stack is 30, current density of the cell
is 600 mA/cm2, and area is 50 cm2:

• Power capacity of fuel cells

Voltage : 0.8 V/cell × 30 = 24 V,

2 2

•

Fig. 2. V–I characteristics of a fuel cell.
current : 600 mA/cm× 50 cm = 30 A,

power= V × I = 24 V × 30 A = 720 W

Power capacity of PCS (overcurrent 150%)

Voltage (no-load) : 1.2 V/cell × 30 = 36 V,

current : 900 mA/cm2 × 50 cm2 = 45 A,

Power= V × I = 36 V × 45 A = 1620 W
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Fig. 3. Basic configurations of PCS for fuel cells: (a) type 1; (b) type 2 and (c) type 3.

2.2. Basic configurations of PCS [2,3]

The fuel cell is a kind of low-voltage and high-current en-
ergy source, so that the output voltage (28–42 Vdc) of fuel cell
should be boosted up to about 400 Vdc before it converts into
a 120/220 V, 60/50 Hz ac source. This boosting action is per-
formed by dc–dc converters and converting from dc to ac is
done by dc–ac inverters. Moreover, in a system, energy stor-
age units, such as a battery and super-capacitor, are required
in order to power the auxiliary units in the warming-up stage
of fuel cells. In this case, a bidirectional dc–dc converter is
additionally implemented to manage the energy storage unit.

Even though there are various combinations of dc–dc con-
verters, bidirectional converters, and dc–ac inverters, they
can be grouped into three categories as shown inFig. 3 and
the overall characteristics comparison can be summarized
in Table 1. From this comparison, it is noted that the en-
ergy storage unit is better connected to the dc-link capacitor
in parallel through the bidirectional converter for maximum
fuel cell utilization and maintenance of batteries. However,

using a bidirectional converter causes the system cost to be
increased and overall system efficiency to be deteriorated.
Therefore, according to the applications one should select a
proper configuration among these three.

The converter and inverter circuit can be broadly divided
into voltage source and current source topologies as shown
in Fig. 4.

In the case of the voltage source, it basically uses a bulk ca-
pacitor in parallel with a dc-link bus. In this topology, there
is no startup problem and it has low switch voltage stress.

Table 1
Comparison of basic configurations of PCS

Type Advantages Disadvantages

1 Low cost, no unbalance
problem

Poor maintenance of battery, poor
utilization of fuel cell

2 Well maintenance of
battery

High voltage battery cost,
unbalance problem of battery

3 Low voltage battery, no
unbalance problem

Cost, complicated control
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Fig. 4. Comparison of voltage and current source topologies: (a) voltage
source and (b) current source.

However, an effective dead-time scheme is needed in order
to avoid the shoot-through problem and an output inductor is
required to smooth the output voltage ripple. Also, boosting
action is up to the transformer’s turn ratio, so that it causes
poor magnetization utilization. On the other hand, in the case
of the current source, it basically uses an input inductor choke
in series, but there is no output inductor choke. It cannot start
with low output voltage of fuel cells and suffers from high
switch voltage stress. Therefore, in practical applications,
voltage source and current source topologies are combined
for high efficiency and high performance[4,5]. In dc–ac in-
verters, voltage source inverters have been utilized and are
familiar with many researchers. Full-bridge, half-bridge and
push-pull topologies are representative ones in voltage source
inverters, which are depicted inFig. 5. Half-bridge inverters
are voltage-doubler because the output voltage can be ob-
tained is twice that of input voltage, so that one can get a
large voltage gain for the system.

3. Overview of PCS topologies and controls

In this section, various PCS topologies are considered
[6–9]. These topologies are based on the report of Future En-
ergy Challenge (FEC) 2003, which is sponsored by SECA,
DOE. The FEC is an international university competition in
o the
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Fig. 5. Various types of voltage source inverters: (a) full-bridge; (b) half-
bridge and (c) push-pull.

awarded First Grant Prize. Topologically, it combines a full-
bridge converter for boosting up the low voltage of the fuel
cell and it is converted to 120 V/240 Vac source by a full-
bridge single-phase dc–ac inverter, which was discussed in
a previous section in this paper. Also, it includes a bidirec-
tional dc–dc converter to manage the energy storage unit,
48 V battery bank. The front-end full-bridge dc–dc converter
is operated at 25 kHz and outputs 400 Vdc from 22 to 41 Vdc

Table 2
Specification of PCS in 2003 FEC competition

Design items Minimum target requirement

SOFC (5 kW) 29 V nominal, 22–41 Vdc, 275 A max.
Battery 48 V nominal, +10 to−20%, 500 W h
Output power Nominal: 5 kW continuous at DPF 0.7

Overload: 10 kW overload for 1 min at DPF 0.7
Output voltage Split single-phase 120/240 V, 60 Hz

Voltage regulation:±6%
Frequency regulation:±0.1 Hz
THD: ≤5%

Manufacturing cost ≤$60/kW
Efficiency ≥90%
Packing weight ≤30 kg
EMI FCC 18 Class A
rder to develop a low-cost PCS for fuel cells to meet
ost target of $400/kW in 2010. FEC 2003 gives a de
pecification for the PCS, including manufacturing cost
ciency, and package weight for practical applications.
pecification is summarized inTable 2and the PCS design
an refer it as useful data in development.

The PCS as shown inFig. 6(a) is designed by the Seo
ational University of Technology (SNUT) team and w
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input. And the pwm inverter’s switching frequency is 20 kHz
as well as the bidirectional converter. In the case of a bidi-
rectional converter, it consists of a full-bridge converter and
a push-pull converter and the charging action performed by
the full-bridge converter and the push-pull converter handles
discharging action.

Texas A&M University proposed a topology inFig. 6(b).
In particular, it contains two push-pull converters, which out-
put 200 Vdc at 2.4 kW rating, respectively, and consequently
400 Vdc output is obtained. Also, the high-voltage battery is
inserted between the dc-link capacitor and inverter, which is
one of the basic configurations inFig. 3. This battery bank
consists of 32 batteries of 12 Vdc and in order to decrease the
inverter ripple current, an inductor is connected in series with
the battery bank. As is well known, the inverter ripple current
directly affects the fuel cell performance, so that it should be
minimized as much as possible.

Basically the topology as shown inFig. 6(c), which has
been proposed by the team of University of Wisconsin, is not
distinguishable from the above two topologies. It uses a full-
bridge converter and an inverter and a battery bank is inserted
between the dc-link capacitor and the inverter.

F
b
b

Fig. 8. Proposed active clamped current source converter: (a) configuration
and (b) operation modes.
ig. 7. Variation of current source dc–dc converters: (a) current source half-
ridge converter; (b) with lossless snubber and (c) with active lossless snub-
er.

Fig. 9. Experimental prototype of developed active clamped current source
converter.
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A team from Michigan State University (MSU) uses a
half-bridge converter (voltage-doubler) in their system as
shown inFig. 6(d). In order to solve the drawback of con-
ventional full-bridge boost converters, such as drawing large
spikes of current from the fuel cell, this team uses the
half-bridge converter composed of two capacitors and two
MOSFETs. However, it is also noted that this topology can
cause the system cost to be increased by using additional
switches.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
(VPEC) presented the PCS as shown inFig. 6(e). It con-
sists of a three-phase dc–dc converter, a split-phase dc–ac
inverter, and a push-pull-type bidirectional converter. In the

F
s
f
s
t

three-phase dc–dc converter, better current sharing can be
obtained, but the auxiliary units, such as gate drive and
controller for the switches, become a problem. The bidi-
rectional dc–dc converter operates in discharging when the
power flow is from battery to dc-link and on the other hand,
when the power flow is from dc-link to battery, it operates in
charging.

The detailed operational principles and experimental char-
acteristics are referenced in[6].

4. Proposed PCS for fuel cells

From the above-mentioned topologies, one can under-
stand how the PCS is basically designed and controlled.
ig. 10. Experiment voltage and current waveforms of proposed current
ource converter (time: 5�s/div.): (a) gating signals (10 V/div.); (b) trans-
ormer voltage at primary side (100 V/div.); (c) voltage across the main
witch (100 V/div.); (d) voltage across the auxiliary switch (100 V/div.); (e)
ransformer current at primary side (10 A/div.).

F
o
4
b

ig. 11. Zero voltage switching operation of the switches during turn-
n/turn-off transients: (a) main switch QM1 (top: turn-on; bottom: turn-off;
0 V/div.; 4 A/div.; 0.5�s/div.) and (b) auxillary switch QA1 (top: turn-on;
ottom: turn-off; 50 V/div.; 2 A/div.; 0.5�s/div.).
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Even though five topologies from different universities are
explained as examples, it is noted that the full-bridge, the
half-bridge, and the push-pull are fundamentally used and
different control schemes are adapted to output better static
and dynamic performance.

Based on the conventional PCS topologies, a novel
dc–dc converter and a bidirectional converter are proposed
in this paper in order to develop a cost-effective and
high-performance PCS for battery-fuel cell hybrid systems
[10–12].

4.1. An active clamping current-fed half-bridge
converter

In fuel cell applications, voltage source converter config-
urations may not be optimal due to the severe ripple current
characteristics. In order to handle the ripple current, a large
number of electrolyte capacitors are essentially required, re-
sulting in an increase of the overall system size and manu-
facturing cost. Moreover, in voltage source converters, a high
winding ratio between primary and secondary sides of the
high-frequency transformer is necessary because the boost-
ing action is only performed by the winding ratio and also
it causes the snubber to be enlarged to handle the surge at
turn-off switching. Otherwise, in current source converters,

elec
n be
the
etter
rren
r

in Fig. 7(a) provides high conversion ratio, simplicity of con-
struction, reduction of component stress, and minimization
of conduction loss. However, it suffers from severe voltage
overshoots at turn-off due to the storage energy in the leakage
inductor of the transformer.Figs. 7(b) and (c) are converters
with lossless snubber, which can solve the inherent problem
of the circuit inFig. 7(a). The main problems ofFigs. 7(b)
and (c) are that the snubber circuit inFig. 7(b) only operated
at turn-off and its circuit is too complicated and inFig. 7(c),
even though zero voltage switching (ZVS) operation can be
achieved both at turn-on and turn-off, the voltages across the
auxiliary switches are twice as those of the main switches.

In this paper, a new active clamping current source half-
bridge converter is proposed as shown inFig. 8(a), which
can solve the problems of the conventional current source
converters. The proposed converter has predominant high
boosting output voltage and high efficiency characteristics
under the inherently severe low output voltage of the fuel cell
through the overall load conditions. The proposed converter
consists of a single clamp capacitor (Cclamp) and two auxil-
iary switches (QA1, QA2) based on the conventional converter
circuit.

The main advantages of the proposed circuit are that
ZVS operation of all switches, constant clamping voltage
(=Vclamp) across all switches, and simple gate drive imple-
mentation. The switching operation can be divided into two

ional

ws:

bidirec
using an inductor decreases the current ripple as well as
trolyte capacitor size. Also, an active boosting action ca
achieved with relatively low winding ratio. Therefore, for
fuel cell system, current source converters might be a b
choice than voltage source ones. The conventional cu
source converters have been depicted inFig. 7. The converte

Fig. 12. Proposed
-

t

symmetrical half cycles and the circuit has seven operat
states during a half switching cycle as shown inFig. 8(b). The
detailed operational principles can be explained as follo

• Mode 1 (t0 < t< t1)

tional dc–dc converter.
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The main switchesQM1 and QM2 are turned on. The
energy storages into boost inductorsL1 andL2 and voltages
across the auxiliary switches (QA1, QA2) are clamped as
Vclamp.

• Mode 2 (t1 < t < t2)
The main switchQM1 is turned off and currentIL1 flows

through parasitic capacitorCM1 of VM1. Voltage across
CM1 (VM1) is rising up toVclamp andVA1 of the auxiliary
switchQA1 is declining to zero.

• Mode 3 (t2 < t < t3)
At t2, the anti-parallel diodeDA1 is about to conduct and

QA1 can be turned on with zero voltage at this moment.
• Mode 4 (t3 < t < t4)

The auxiliary switchQA1 is turned on with ZVS. From
mode 3 to mode 6, the currenticlampand voltagevclampcan
be described by following equations:

iclamp(t) = (IL1 − Ilk0)cosω0(t − t2) (2)

vclamp(t) = (IL1 − Ilk0)Z0 sinω0(t − t2) + V0n (3)

where angular resonance frequencyω0 = 1/
√

LlkCclamp,
characteristic impedanceZ0 = √

Llk/Cclamp, and initial
current condition of leakage inductor isIlk0 at t4.

• Mode 5 (t4 < t < t5)
At t4, the clamp capacitor starts to transfer the energy

into the primary winding during the resonant operation

•
ic

•

d

lt-
a and
i -
e -
p cy
5 con-
v spect
t y a
v :14,
w l out-
p layed
i the

converter is operated under ZVS condition and the overall
efficiency is estimated by 96% as shown inFig. 11.

4.2. A bidirectional dc–dc converter

In fuel cell generating systems, the energy storage unit is
not only required to enhance the transient response time, but
also to compensate the peak power demand. For example, in

Fig. 13. Timing diagram of (a) discharging (active clamped current source
full-bridge converter) and (b) charging (voltage source half-bridge con-
verter).
throughQA1. The current of leakage inductorLlk can be
expressed

ilk (t) = IL1 − (IL1 − Ilk0)cosω0(t − t2) (4)

Mode 6 (t5 < t <t6)
The auxiliary switchQA1 is turned off. The parasit

capacitorCA1 is charged by leakage inductor currentilk .
Voltage acrossCA1 (=VA1) is rising up toVclamp andCM1
of the main switchQM1 is declining to zero.
Mode 7 (t6 < t < t7)

At t6, the leakage inductor currentilk discharges toCM1,
turns on the anti-parallel diodeDM1, andQM1 can be turne
on with zero voltage.

ilk (t) = −V0n

Llk
(t − t5) + ilk (t5) (5)

iDM1(t) = ilk (t5) − V0n

Llk
(t − t5) − IL1 (6)

A 500 W converter with 48 V input voltage (output vo
ge of the fuel cell) and 380 V output voltage is designed

mplemented as shown inFig. 9 with the following param
ters: inductor 200�H, leakage inductor 6�H, clamp ca
acitor 2�F, winding ratio 1:3.5, and switching frequen
0 kHz. As explained above, the proposed current source
erter has advantage over the voltage source one with re
o winding ratio. In this example, if it is implemented b
oltage source converter, the winding ratio should have 1
hich makes the transformer be enlarged. The genera
ut characteristics of the proposed converter are disp

n Figs. 10 and 11. From these results, it is noted that
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the residential application, the power is usually about 1 kW
in normal use. However, in peak mode, it increases up to
3 kW. In this case, one can design the fuel cell system with a
1 kW fuel cell stack and 2 kW energy storage unit in order to
make the overall system cost as low as possible. In this paper,
a novel bidirectional dc–dc converter is proposed, which is
suitable for battery-fuel cell hybrid applications. As shown in
Fig. 12, the proposed converter employs an active clamp cur-
rent source converter in the low-voltage side (48 Vdc battery)
for discharging and a voltage source half-bridge converter
in the high-voltage side (inverter dc-link) for charging. The
advantages of the proposed bidirectional converter can be
addressed as:

• The voltage across the switches is well clamped;
• There is no voltage overshoot;
• All switches operate with ZVS;
• No ancillary snubbing is required in either primary or sec-

ondary;
• Transformer leakage inductance, while instrumental for

ZVS attainment does not significantly interfere with the
circuit operation.

The algorithms for discharging and charging are depicted
in Fig. 13and the overall operational principles are summa-
rized as

•

is de-

•

sed
b e ex-
a
t s all
s ped
t lp of
t tches

Fig. 15. Overall characteristics of proposed bidirectional converter: (a)
transformer primary voltage (low side) (100 V/div., 20�s/div.); (b) switch
voltage and current (40 V/div., 10 A/div., 20�s/div.); (c) discharging volt-
age and current (200 V/div., 2 A/div., 50�s/div.) and (d) charging current
(0.1 A/div., 20�s/div.).

could be successfully eliminated. Also, it can be certified that
it performs the charging and discharging action according to
the control values.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a general design approach of the PCS for
fuel cell generation systems is studied with the help of several
Discharging mode
• Reference voltage limits 375 V dc-link voltage;
• Instantaneous discharge when reference voltage

creased under 375 Vdc;
• Monitoring battery capacity.
Charging mode
• In light load, battery is charged;
• Battery capacity is less than the set value.

Fig. 14 shows the experimental set-up of the propo
idirectional converter and the overall performance can b
mined by the voltage and current waveforms inFig. 15. From

he experimental results, it is noted that voltage acros
witches and the primary side of the transformer are clam
o the same value of clamping capacitor and with the he
he lossless snubber, the overshoot voltages of all swi

Fig. 14. Experimental set-up of proposed bidirectional converter.
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PCS examples. From this study, it is noted that full-bridge,
half-bridge and push-pull converters are fundamentally used
and various different topologies can be derived. Also, the
comparison of the voltage source and current source topolo-
gies has been done, so that a system designer can select the
proper topology according to the applications. Moreover, in
this paper, a cost-effective and high-performance dc–dc con-
verter and bidirectional converter for battery-fuel cell hybrid
systems have been proposed and their performance has been
tested. From the results, it is expected that this paper can be
utilized by the PCS designer for typical fuel cell applications
considering cost and performance issues.
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